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DATIVE Forms

Feminine
declension
nouns

hard type: °room¢
singular
ÀÉÕŒ¡∏e

plural
ÀÉÕŒ¡∏¡Õ

-ÿ: °talent¢
singular
∑¥œ∑É∫Œœ∑∏…

plural
∑¥œ∑É∫Œœ∑∏µÕ

soft type: °week¢
singular
Œ≈ƒÅÃ≈

plural
Œ≈ƒÅÃµÕ

plural
«◊œ⁄ƒÖÕ

Masculine
declension
nouns

hard type: °courtyard¢
singular
plural
ƒ◊œ∂Ñ
ƒ◊œ∂ÄÕ

soft type: °nail¢
singular
«◊œ⁄ƒâ

Neuter
declension
nouns

hard type: °body¢
singular
∏ÅÃπ

plural
∏≈ÃÄÕ

soft type: °schedule¢
singular
plural
∂¡∑¥…∑ÄŒ…¿
∂¡∑¥…∑ÄŒ…µÕ

Adjectives

hard type: °first¢
feminine
¥Å∂◊œ™

masculine
¥Å∂◊œÕπ

neuter
¥Å∂◊œÕπ

plural
¥Å∂◊ŸÕ

soft type: °last¢
feminine
¥œ∑ÃÅƒŒ≈™

masculine
¥œ∑ÃÅƒŒ≈Õπ

neuter
¥œ∑ÃÅƒŒ≈Õπ

plural
¥œ∑ÃÅƒŒ…Õ

°I¢
ÕŒ≈

°we¢
Œ¡Õ

°you¢ informal
∏≈∫Å

°you¢
◊¡Õ

°she¢
(Œ)≈™

°he¢
(Œ)≈ÕÑ

°it¢
(Œ)≈ÕÑ

°they¢
(Œ)…Õ

°who¢
ÀœÕÑ

°what¢
ﬁ≈ÕÑ

°oneself¢
∑≈∫Å

°this¢
feminine
Ü∏œ™

masculine
Ü∏œÕπ

neuter
Ü∏œÕπ

plural
Ü∏…Õ

°all, every¢
feminine
◊∑≈™

masculine
◊∑≈ÕÑ

neuter
◊∑≈ÕÑ

plural
◊∑ÅÕ

masculine

neuter

plural

Õœ≈ÕÑ

Õœ≈ÕÑ

ÕœÇÕ

°our¢
ŒÄ¤≈™

ŒÄ¤≈Õπ

ŒÄ¤≈Õπ

ŒÄ¤…Õ

°one¢
feminine
œƒŒÉ™

masculine
œƒŒœÕÑ

neuter
œƒŒœÕÑ

plural
œƒŒÇÕ

‘two¢
ƒ◊πÕ

°three¢
∏∂£Õ

°four¢
ﬁ≈∏Ÿ∂£Õ

°five¢
¥µ∏Ç

Pronouns

Possessives

Numerals

feminine
°my¢
ÕœÅ™

Prologue

D

DATIVE:
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A RECEIVER

The dative network:
AN EXPERIENCER
A RECEIVER
A COMPETITOR

PROLOGUE
Imagine for a moment that you are playing Mad Libs, and you are asked to supply some
words, so you suggest flowerpot , mud puddle , and refrigerator . Then the leader of the game
reads the story: “Philanthropists are people who like to help flowerpots. Some of them are
very gullible and will believe every mud puddle they meet. These do-gooders will even
give a refrigerator their last dime.” Although they are all grammatically correct, these sentences are not representative of the ordinary repertoire of English. The fun of this game in
fact consists in creating nonsensical sentences such as these. The three Mad Libs sentences
created here are strange because there is a clash between the expectations of constructions
containing help , believe , and give and words like flowerpot , mud puddle , and refrigerator
which fail to meet these expectations. All three constructions presume that the object is
most likely to be a human being. Help is meaningless to a flowerpot because it cannot
appreciate the benefit it receives. A mud puddle doesn’t have a story to tell and cannot
inspire belief. A refrigerator cannot do anything with money, so there is no point in giving it
any. The reason that inanimate objects don’t work in these contexts is that they are incapable of serving as the subjects of further action. If you were to play this round of Mad Libs
in Russian, you would put all three words in the dative case because the verbs ¥œÕœ«Ä∏ÿ
‘help’, ◊Å∂…∏ÿ ‘believe’, and ƒ¡∏ÿ ‘give’ would require you to do so, but they still wouldn’t
make any more sense in Russian than in English. The dative case shows that all three contexts have something in common, and as we saw above, they all share the expectation that
the dative item is capable of being a subject. This doesn’t mean that all dative items are
going to be human or even animate, but it does mean that when you are dealing with a
dative item, it is likely to be able to react or at least to exert forces of its own.
There are three meanings to the dative, all of which involve the dative’s capacity to
interact with its surroundings. The first two meanings are relatively passive, involving receiving objects (DATIVE: A RECEIVER) and absorbing experiences (DATIVE: AN EXPERIENCER),
whereas the third one is relatively active, involving exerting equal or superior strength in
relation to something else (DATIVE: A COMPETITOR).

A dative item is
one that can
react or exert
forces of its own.

An overview of
the dative case.
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DATIVE: A RECEIVER 1—The indirect object

DATIVE: A
RECEIVER

expresses the
indirect object.

DATIVE: A

in the
context of
giving.

RECEIVER

DATIVE: A RECIEVER involves the transfer of an
object from one thing or person to another, as in Sally
gave the book to John . The thing or person on the
receiving end (John) is marked with the dative. You
might recognize this as the indirect object (the direct object, of course, is the book, marked in the accusative). As we will see, the tricky thing about RusA force (arrow) brings an item
sian is that you can sometimes have an indirect ob(small circle) to a DATIVE: A RECEIVER
ject (DATIVE: A RECEIVER) without an obvious direct
(circle labeled D), which has the potential
object (ACCUSATIVE: A DESTINATION). But let’s start with
to exert a force (dotted arrow)
some straightforward examples.
Giving is a universal experience of human interaction, and it serves as the logical starting point for the meanings of the dative. Russian has two verbs for ‘give’: ƒ¡◊Ä∏ÿ/ƒ¡∏ÿ
(which can have many prefixes) and ƒ¡∂Ç∏ÿ/¥œƒ¡∂Ç∏ÿ, and the following examples illustrate their use with the dative:

D

‰œ∂…ÄŒ œ∫»Éƒ…∏ ∑◊œÇ» πﬁ≈Œ…ÀÉ◊, ∂¡⁄ƒ¡£∏ …Õ ŒÉ∏Ÿ.
[Dorian-NOM walk-around own pupils-ACC, gives-out them-DAT music-ACC.]
Dorian makes the rounds of his pupils, handing out music to them.
ÈƒÅµ ∫ŸÃÄ ÕœÖ, µ ∑¡ÕÄ ¥œƒ¡∂ÇÃ¡ ≈£ ∑◊œ≈ÕÑ Œ¡ﬁÄÃÿŒ…Àπ.
[Idea-NOM was mine-NOM, I myself-NOM gave it-ACC own boss-DAT.]
The idea was mine, I gave it to my boss myself.
You can see that these sentences have parallel structures, as indicated in this table:
subject
Dorian
I
The indirect
object can act as
the subject for a
further action.

DATIVE: A

in the
context of
metaphorical
giving.

RECEIVER

verb
hands out
gave

indirect object
to pupils
to my boss

direct object
music
the idea

You can also see that both the pupils and the boss are much more than passive destinations
for the music and the idea. In both instances we presume that they are going to do something with what they have received: the pupils are probably going to play the music on their
instruments, and the boss is probably going to implement the idea. Even if they fail to do
anything, the fact that they could do something is crucial here.
Giving need not involve tangible objects. In English we can offer more abstract, metaphorical “gifts”, such as chances and opportunities, and the same goes for Russian:
ÂÕÑ ƒÄÃ… ¤¡Œ∑ ◊á¥Ã¡∏…∏ÿ ƒœÃ«Ç ¥œ À∂≈ƒÇ∏¡Õ.
[Him-DAT gave chance-ACC pay-off debts-ACC along credits-DAT.]
They gave him the chance to pay off his debts on credit.

Dative: a receiver 1
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ÛÕ≈Ö∑ÿ, ÕŸ ¤…∂œÀÉ œ∏À∂Ÿ◊Ä≈Õ ∂œ∏, Œ¡¥∂µ«Äµ ◊∑≈ Õá¤√Ÿ Ã…√Ä, … ƒ¡£Õ
◊œ⁄ÕÉ÷Œœ∑∏ÿ ¥ÉÃŒœ∑∏ÿ¿ ∂¡∑∑ÃÄ∫…∏ÿ∑µ ƒ∂π«ÇÕ Õá¤√¡Õ.
[Laughing, we-NOM widely open mouth-ACC, tensing all muscles-ACC face-GEN,
and give opportunity-ACC completely relax other muscles-DAT.]
When we laugh, we open wide our mouth, tensing all the muscles in our face, and
we give our other muscles an opportunity to completely relax.
Acts of transferring objects from one party to another are fairly widespread; in Ânglish, for
example we can send , offer, supply , and deliver things to other people. We can even extend
this idea of making something available to someone to words like buy (She bought me a
ticket) and show (He showed me his report card). These words aren’t really synonyms of
give , but they share the same basic conceptual structure, and it is no surprise that in Russian
words like these will also have dative indirect objects, as we see in the following table and
examples:

Words meaning
‘transfer’ or
‘make available’
trigger DATIVE: A
RECEIVER.

Expressions of giving associated with DATIVE: A RECEIVER
‘return’
◊œ⁄◊∂¡›Ä∏ÿ/◊œ⁄◊∂¡∏Ç∏ÿ/◊≈∂ŒÑ∏ÿ

‘send, dispatch’
œ∏¥∂¡◊ÃÖ∏ÿ/œ∏¥∂Ä◊…∏ÿ

‘deliver, entrust’
◊∂πﬁÄ∏ÿ/◊∂πﬁÇ∏ÿ
◊∂πﬁÅŒ…≈ ‘delivery’

‘pass, convey’
¥≈∂≈ƒ¡◊Ä∏ÿ/¥≈∂≈ƒÄ∏ÿ
¥≈∂≈ƒÄﬁ¡ ‘passing; broadcast’

‘give out, issue’
◊Ÿƒ¡◊Ä∏ÿ/◊áƒ¡∏ÿ
◊áƒ¡ﬁ¡ ‘issue’

‘show’
¥œÀÄ⁄Ÿ◊¡∏ÿ/¥œÀ¡⁄Ä∏ÿ
¥œÀ¡⁄ÄŒ…≈ ‘testimony, evidence’

‘give’
ƒ¡◊Ä∏ÿ/ƒ¡∏ÿ

‘buy’
¥œÀπ¥Ä∏ÿ/Àπ¥Ç∏ÿ

‘give as a gift’
ƒ¡∂Ç∏ÿ/¥œƒ¡∂Ç∏ÿ
ƒ¡∂ÅŒ…≈ ‘giving’
¥œƒÄ∂œÀ ‘gift’

‘entrust’
¥œ∂πﬁÄ∏ÿ/¥œ∂πﬁÇ∏ÿ

‘bequeath’
⁄¡◊≈›Ä∏ÿ
‘render’
œÀÄ⁄Ÿ◊¡∏ÿ/œÀ¡⁄Ä∏ÿ
‘leave (for)’
œ∑∏¡◊ÃÖ∏ÿ/œ∑∏Ä◊…∏ÿ

‘dedicate’
¥œ∑◊µ›Ä∏ÿ/¥œ∑◊µ∏Ç∏ÿ
¥œ∑◊µ›ÅŒ…≈, ‘dedication’
‘supply’
¥œ∑∏¡◊ÃÖ∏ÿ/¥œ∑∏Ä◊…∏ÿ
¥œ∑∏Ä◊À¡ ‘supply, delivery’

‘send’
¥œ∑ŸÃÄ∏ÿ/¥œ∑ÃÄ∏ÿ
¥œ∑áÃÀ¡ ‘sending; parcel’
‘offer’
¥∂≈ƒÃ¡«Ä∏ÿ/¥∂≈ƒÃœ÷Ç∏ÿ
¥∂≈ƒÃœ÷ÅŒ…≈ ‘offer’
‘grant’
¥∂≈ƒœ∑∏¡◊ÃÖ∏ÿ/¥∂≈ƒœ∑∏Ä◊…∏ÿ
¥∂≈ƒœ∑∏¡◊ÃÅŒ…≈ ‘grant(ing)’
‘bring’
¥∂…Œœ∑Ç∏ÿ/¥∂…Œ≈∑∏Ç
¥∂…Œœ¤ÅŒ…≈ ‘bringing’
‘sell’
¥∂œƒ¡◊Ä∏ÿ/¥∂œƒÄ∏ÿ
¥∂œƒÄ÷¡ ‘sale’
‘hand out, distribute’
∂¡⁄ƒ¡◊Ä∏ÿ/∂¡⁄ƒÄ∏ÿ
∂¡⁄ƒÄﬁ¡ ‘distribution’
‘hand over, surrender’
∑ƒ¡◊Ä∏ÿ/∑ƒ¡∏ÿ
∑ƒÄﬁ¡ ‘handing over, surrender’
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DATIVE: A

in the
context of
transfer.

RECEIVER

Ä∂∏…µ ÕœŒ¡∂»Ç∑∏œ◊ Œ¡¥∂Ä◊…Ã¡ ¥…∑ÿÕÉ ¡Œ«ÃÇ™∑ÀœÕπ ¥∂ÇŒ√π ¸ƒ◊Ä∂ƒπ ∑
¥∂É∑ÿ∫œ™ ∑∏¡∏ÿ ‹∑∏ÉŒ∑À…Õ Àœ∂œÃ£Õ.
[Party-NOM monarchists-GEN sent letter-ACC English prince Edward-DAT with
request-INST become Estonian King-INST.]
The monarchist party sent a letter to the English Prince Edward with a request that
he become King of Estonia.
Î…∏Ä™ ¥œ∑∏¡◊ÃÖÃ È∂ÄŒπ ÀœÕ¥œŒÅŒ∏Ÿ, Àœ∏É∂Ÿ≈ ÕÉ«π∏ ∫Ÿ∏ÿ …∑¥ÉÃÿ⁄œ◊¡ŒŸ
ƒÃµ ∑œ⁄ƒÄŒ…µ Öƒ≈∂Œœ«œ œ∂Ñ÷…µ.
[China-NOM supplied Iran-DAT components-ACC, which-NOM can be used-NOM
for creation-GEN nuclear weapons-GEN.]
China supplied components to Iran that can be used to create nuclear weapons.

DATIVE: A

in the
context of
metaphorical
transfer.

RECEIVER

Transfer of objects with a variety of verbs also lends itself to abstract, metaphorical usage.
Granting status and selling your soul involve a transfer that is more fictive than actual, but
still the connection with giving is clear:
ÔŒ ∏ÄÀ÷≈ ¥∂≈ƒÃœ÷ÇÃ ¥∂≈ƒœ∑∏Ä◊…∏ÿ ◊œ∑∏œﬁŒœ≈◊∂œ¥Å™∑À…Õ ∑∏∂ÄŒ¡Õ ∑∏Ä∏π∑
Œ¡∫Ã¿ƒÄ∏≈Ã≈™ ¥∂… ˙¡¥¡ƒŒœ≈◊∂œ¥Å™∑ÀœÕ ∑œâ⁄≈.
[He-NOM also suggested grant East-European countries-DAT status-ACC observers-GEN at West-European union-LOC.]
He also suggested granting the East European countries the status of observers in
the West European union.
˜∑≈ ƒÑ¤π ƒÿÖ◊œÃπ ¥∂œƒ¡â∏, ¡ µ ¥œƒ¡∂ÇÃ ∫≈∑¥ÃÄ∏Œœ.
[Everyone-NOM soul-ACC devil-DAT sell, but I-NOM gave for-free.]
Everyone sells their soul to the devil , but I gave mine for free.

DATIVE: A

in the
context of
creation.

RECEIVER

Another way to give someone something is by creating the gift for the person. If I say
I’ll bake you a cake for your birthday , I’m promising to bring the cake into existence so that
you will receive it; in Russian you would be the DATIVE: A RECEIVER. All kinds of words
involving making things can be recruited for this purpose, such as building, cooking, sewing, etc. Here’s an example:
Û≈∫Å œŒÄ Œ…ﬁ≈«É Œ≈ ¥œ∑∏∂É…Ã¡.
[Self-DAT she-NOM nothing-GEN not built.]
She didn’t build anything for herself .

DATIVE: A

in the
absence ‘give’.

RECEIVER

The force of the dative case is so strong that the role of DATIVE: A RECEIVER comes through
loud and clear even when there is no word indicating giving at all, as in this example:
Ó¡∑ÃÅƒŒ…À…, ∏∂… ∫∂Ä∏¡ … ∑≈∑∏∂Ä, ¥≈∂≈∂π«ÄÃ…∑ÿ, œ∫∑π÷ƒÄµ ﬁ∏œ — ÀœÕÑ.
[Heirs-NOM, three brothers-NOM and sister-NOM cussed-each-other-out, discussing what-NOM who-DAT.]
The heirs, three brothers and a sister, cussed each other out while discussing what
would go/be given to whom .

Dative: a receiver 2
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You will also recognize this verb-less construction in the formulaic phrase ÛÃÄ◊¡ ßÉ«π
[Glory-NOM God-D·Ù] ‘Glory to God ’.

DATIVE: A RECEIVER 2—Indirect objects without direct objects
The remaining uses of the DATIVE: A RECEIVER submeaning are not indirect objects in the
classic sense because they don’t have any ACCUSATIVE: A DESTINATION direct objects. However, they do involve the transfer of something to a receiver, even if that something is not
explicitly named in the accusative case, and for this reason we can think of these uses as
being very close relatives to the indirect object. Usually the “missing” direct objects can be
found in the meaning of the trigger word; for example, verbs of communication all involve
the transfer of a signal to a receiver, and these verbs take the dative case. When you make a
contribution to a worthy cause, it is not necessary to specify that you gave them money, we
still understand the charitable organization as the receiver even when the money is not
mentioned. It is also possible for something to bring itself to a receiver, in which case the
“missing” direct object is the subject of the sentence. Each of these types of indirect objects
will be taken up below.
There is quite a selection of words that express delivering signals to receivers. For
convenience they can be broken down into two groups: those that involve talking and those
that do not. In most instances you can easily recover the “missing” direct object by restating
these words as ‘give a signal to X’, where the signal is the direct object and X is the DATIVE:
A RECEIVER. Because the signal is already implicit in the word, we can skip right over it and
go directly to the receiver. This table contains some of the communication words associated
with the dative that you are likely to encounter:

DATIVE: A
RECEIVER can
express the
indirect object
without a direct
object.

“Missing” direct
objects include
signals, money
and gifts, and the
self.

DATIVE: A
RECEIVER in the
context of giving
signals.

Expressions of communication associated with DATIVE: A RECEIVER
communication: talking
‘thanks to’
∫Ã¡«œƒ¡∂Ö
‘order’
◊≈ÃÅ∏ÿ/¥œ◊≈ÃÅ∏ÿ
‘say ◊Ÿ to’
◊áÀ¡∏ÿ
◊áÀ¡Œ…≈ ‘saying ◊Ÿ to’

‘call’
⁄◊œŒÇ∏ÿ/¥œ⁄◊œŒÇ∏ÿ
⁄◊œŒÉÀ ‘call’
‘flatter’
Ãÿ∑∏…∏ÿ/¥œÃÿ∑∏Ç∏ÿ

‘speak, tell’
«œ◊œ∂Ç∏ÿ/∑À¡⁄Ä∏ÿ

‘pray’
ÕœÃÇ∏ÿ∑µ/¥œÕœÃÇ∏ÿ∑µ
ÕœÃÇ∏◊¡ ‘prayer’
ÕœÃÅ∫≈Œ ‘prayer service’
ÕœÃÖ›…™∑µ ‘person who is praying’

‘threaten’
«∂œ⁄Ç∏ÿ/¥∂…«∂œ⁄Ç∏ÿ
π«∂É⁄¡ ‘threat’

‘remind’
Œ¡¥œÕ…ŒÄ∏ÿ/Œ¡¥ÉÕŒ…∏ÿ
Œ¡¥œÕ…ŒÄŒ…≈ ‘reminder’
‘promise’
œ∫≈›Ä∏ÿ

‘explain’
œ∫ﬂµ∑ŒÖ∏ÿ/œ∫ﬂµ∑ŒÇ∏ÿ
‘answer’
œ∏◊≈ﬁÄ∏ÿ/œ∏◊Å∏…∏ÿ
œ∏◊Å∏ ‘answer’
‘say yes to’
¥œƒƒÄÀ…◊¡∏ÿ/¥œƒƒÄÀŒπ∏ÿ
¥œƒƒÄÀ…◊¡Œ…≈ ‘saying yes to’
‘order’
¥∂…ÀÄ⁄Ÿ◊¡∏ÿ/¥∂…À¡⁄Ä∏ÿ
¥∂…À¡⁄ÄŒ…≈ ‘order’
‘protest’
¥∂œ∏≈∑∏œ◊Ä∏ÿ
¥∂œ∏Å∑∏ ‘protest’
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Expressions of communication associated with DATIVE: A RECEIVER (continued)
communication: talking
‘report, inform’
∑œœ∫›Ä∏ÿ/∑œœ∫›Ç∏ÿ
∑œœ∫›ÅŒ…≈ ‘report, communication’

‘say ∏Ÿ to’
∏áÀ¡∏ÿ
∏áÀ¡Œ…≈ ‘saying ∏Ÿ to’

‘read (out loud) to’
ﬁ…∏Ä∏ÿ/¥∂œﬁ…∏Ä∏ÿ (◊∑Ãπ»)

‘advise’
∑œ◊Å∏œ◊¡∏ÿ/¥œ∑œ◊Å∏œ◊¡∏ÿ
∑œ◊Å∏ ‘advice’

communication: other signals
‘applaud’
¡¥ÃœƒÇ∂œ◊¡∏ÿ

‘write’
¥…∑Ä∏ÿ/Œ¡¥…∑Ä∏ÿ
¥…∑ÿÕÉ ‘letter’

‘nod’
À…◊Ä∏ÿ/À…◊ŒÑ∏ÿ
‘bow’
ÀÃÄŒµ∏ÿ∑µ/¥œÀÃœŒÇ∏ÿ∑µ
¥œÀÃÉŒ ‘bow’
‘wave’
Õ¡»Ä∏ÿ/¥œÕ¡»Ä∏ÿ
‘blink, wink’
Õœ∂«Ä∏ÿ/Õœ∂«ŒÑ∏ÿ

‘wink’
¥œƒÕÇ«…◊¡∏ÿ/¥œƒÕ…«ŒÑ∏ÿ
¥œƒÕÇ«…◊¡Œ…≈ ‘winking’
‘message, epistle’
¥œ∑ÃÄŒ…≈
‘radio’
∂¡ƒÇ∂œ◊¡∏ÿ
‘applaud, clap’
∂πÀœ¥Ã≈∑ÀÄ∏ÿ
∂πÀœ¥Ã≈∑ÀÄŒ…≈ ‘applause’

‘signal’
∑…«ŒÄÃ…∏ÿ
∑…«Œ¡Ã…⁄Ç∂œ◊¡∏ÿ(∑µ)
∑…«ŒÄÃ ‘signal’
‘laugh’
∑Õ≈Ö∏ÿ∑µ/¥œ∑Õ≈Ö∏ÿ∑µ
‘telegraph’
∏≈Ã≈«∂¡∆Ç∂œ◊¡∏ÿ
‘smile’
πÃŸ∫Ä∏ÿ∑µ/πÃŸ∫ŒÑ∏ÿ∑µ
‘grin’
π∑Õ≈»Ä∏ÿ∑µ/π∑Õ≈»ŒÑ∏ÿ∑µ

The following three examples illustrate how communication words involving talking
are used with the dative:
Û≈«ÉƒŒµ œŒ Œ¡¥œÕ…ŒÄ≈∏ ÕŒ≈: ◊ µŒ◊¡∂Å …∑¥Ÿ∏ÄŒ…µ ŒÉ◊œ«œ ∑∏≈ÀÃœ¥ÃÄ∑∏…À¡
ƒœÃ÷Œá ∫Ÿ∏ÿ ⁄¡ÀÉŒﬁ≈ŒŸ.
[Today he-NOM reminds me-DAT: in January-LOC tests-NOM new plexiglassGEN should-NOM be finished-NOM.]
Today he reminds me: the tests on the new plexiglass should be finished in January.
Ò ¥œ⁄◊œŒÇÃ ⁄¡◊Åƒπ¿›≈Õπ ∑¥œ∂∏Ç◊Œœ™ ÀÄ∆≈ƒ∂œ™.
[I-NOM called head-DAT athletic department-INST.]
I called the head of the athletic department.
· µ œ∏◊≈ﬁÄ¿ ≈ÕÑ, ﬁ∏œ µ ∏∂Äﬁπ ∏ÉÃÿÀœ Œ¡ ≈ƒÑ.
[And I-NOM answer him-DAT, that I-NOM spend only on food-ACC.]
And I answer him that I only spend money on food.
There are some communication verbs that do not use the dative case. ßÃ¡«œƒ¡∂Ç∏ÿ/
¥œ∫Ã¡«œƒ¡∂Ç∏ÿ ‘thank’ has an accusative direct object, but it used to take the dative, and
the preposition ∫Ã¡«œƒ¡∂Ö ‘thanks to’ still does:
Ó¡∑≈ÃÅŒ…≈ ÛÅ∂∫∑Àœ™ Ú≈∑¥Ñ∫Ã…À… ∫Ã¡«œƒ¡∂Ö ∑◊œÇÕ ¥œÃÇ∏…À¡Õ π÷Å ∂¡∑ÀÉÃœ∏œ
ÕÅ÷ƒπ ÄÃ≈ … ßÄŒµ-ÏÑÀœ™.

Dative: a receiver 3
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[Population-NOM Serbian Republic-GEN thanks own politicians-DAT already splitNOM between Pale-INST and Banja-Luka-INST.]
Thanks to its politicians the population of the Republic of Serbia is already split
between Pale and Banja-Luka.
As you see in the table above, communication through bodily gestures and electrical
signals is likewise directed to DATIVE: A RECEIVER. Here is an example so you can see the
parallel with verbs of verbal communication:
ÔŒ ¥œÀÃœŒÇÃ∑µ ¡À∏∂Ç∑≈.
[He-NOM bowed actress-DAT.]
He bowed to the actress .
In both Russian and English there are some verbs that mean ‘give money or a gift’, such
as pay and donate . Because the idea that money or a gift is involved is already part of the
word, it doesn’t need to appear as an accusative direct object, just like the signals above.
Here are some of the words you can expect to see with DATIVE: A RECEIVER, along with an
example to illustrate:

DATIVE: A
RECEIVER in the
context of giving
money or gifts.

Expressions of giving money associated with DATIVE: A RECEIVER
‘donate’
÷Å∂∏◊œ◊¡∏ÿ/¥œ÷Å∂∏◊œ◊¡∏ÿ
¥œ÷Å∂∏◊œ◊¡Œ…≈ ‘donation’

‘compensate’
ÀœÕ¥≈Œ∑Ç∂œ◊¡∏ÿ
ÀœÕ¥≈Œ∑Ä√…µ ‘compensation’

‘pay’
¥Ã¡∏Ç∏ÿ/⁄¡¥Ã¡∏Ç∏ÿ
¥ÃÄ∏¡, ⁄¡∂¥ÃÄ∏¡ ‘pay, wages’
‘change (money back)’
∑ƒÄﬁ¡

Ò ◊ ∑œ∑∏œÖŒ…… ⁄¡¥Ã¡∏Ç∏ÿ «∂Ä÷ƒ¡Œ¡Õ ⁄¡ «∂≈»Ç ¥∂≈ƒŸƒÑ›…» ¥∂¡◊Ç∏≈Ã≈™.
[I-NOM in condition-LOC pay citizens-DAT for sins-ACC previous rulers-GEN.]
I am in a position to pay the citizens for the sins of their previous rulers.

DATIVE: A RECEIVER 3—Giving the self
As an alternative to presenting something to a DATIVE: A RECEIVER, the subject can simply
present itself, and this can impact the receiver in two ways. The subject can physically bring
itself to the receiver, or it can bring itself merely to the perception of the receiver, usually
with verbs meaning ‘appear (in a dream)’, ‘seem’, ‘make an impression’. Here are some
words that commonly indicate the giving of the self to a DATIVE: A RECEIVER:
Expressions of appearance and manifestation associated with DATIVE: A RECEIVER
‘appear to in a dream’
«∂Å⁄…∏ÿ∑µ/¥∂…«∂Å⁄…∏ÿ∑µ

‘come to; allow oneself to
be caught by’
ƒ¡◊Ä∏ÿ∑µ/ƒÄ∏ÿ∑µ

‘go to, fall to one’s lot,
be inherited by’
ƒœ∑∏¡◊Ä∏ÿ∑µ/ƒœ∑∏Ä∏ÿ∑µ

DATIVE: A
RECEIVER in the
context of giving
the self.
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Expressions of appearance and manifestation associated with DATIVE: A RECEIVER (contin‘become fixed in one’s memory’
⁄¡¥ÉÕŒ…∏ÿ∑µ

‘seem to’
À¡⁄Ä∏ÿ∑µ/¥œÀ¡⁄Ä∏ÿ∑µ

‘known to’
…⁄◊Å∑∏ŒŸ™

‘appear to, haunt’
Õ≈∂Å›…∏ÿ∑µ/¥œÕ≈∂Å›…∏ÿ∑µ

‘impress’
…Õ¥œŒÇ∂œ◊¡∏ÿ

‘toward’
Œ¡◊∑∏∂Åﬁπ

‘introduce oneself to’
¥∂≈ƒ∑∏¡◊ÃÖ∏ÿ∑µ/¥∂≈ƒ∑∏Ä◊…∏ÿ∑µ
¥∂≈ƒ∑∏¡◊ÃÅŒ…≈ ‘introduction’
‘go in front of, precede’
¥∂≈ƒ¤Å∑∏◊œ◊¡∏ÿ
‘appear to in a dream’
∑ŒÇ∏ÿ∑µ/¥∂…∑ŒÇ∏ÿ∑µ

Money presents itself to receivers in two situations in this example. In the first instance
the receiver is an individual on a payroll (who pays attention to how much is in his check),
whereas in the second one it is an anonymous firm (that will sign off on any amount of
money):
˜≈ƒÿ ⁄¡∂¥ÃÄ∏¡ ƒœ∑∏¡£∏∑µ ÀœŒÅﬁŒœÕπ ¥œ∏∂≈∫Ç∏≈Ã¿, Àœ∏É∂Ÿ™ ƒœ¥ÉƒÃ…ŒŒœ
⁄ŒÄ≈∏, ¥œÃπﬁÇÃ œŒ Õ…ÃÃ…ÉŒ ÇÃ… ¥œÃÕ…ÃÃ…ÉŒ¡, ◊ ∏œ ◊∂ÅÕµ À¡À
…Œ◊≈∑∏…√…ÉŒŒŸ≈ ƒÅŒÿ«… π»Éƒµ∏ ∆Ç∂Õ≈, Àœ∏É∂¡µ ⁄Ä¥∂œ∑∏œ ÕÉ÷≈∏ ∂¡∑¥…∑Ä∏ÿ∑µ
⁄¡ Ã¿∫É≈ ÀœÃÇﬁ≈∑∏◊œ ƒÅŒ≈«.
[After-all salary-NOM goes end user-DAT, who-NOM for-certain knows, received
he-NOM million-ACC or half-million-ACC, in that time-ACC as investment moneyNOM goes firm-DAT, which-NOM simply can sign for any amount-ACC moneyGEN.]
After all a salary goes to the end user , who knows for certain whether he received a
million or half a million, whereas investment money goes to a firm which can simply sign for any amount of money.
Ultimately many verbs of motion can be used to bring the subject to a receiver; the preposition Œ¡◊∑∏∂Åﬁπ ‘toward, to meet’ is often used to enhance this meaning:
Ó¡◊∑∏∂Åﬁπ ÕŒ≈ ∑¥≈¤Ç∏ ‹ÀœŒœÕÇﬁ≈∑À…™ œ∫œ⁄∂≈◊Ä∏≈Ãÿ.
[Toward me-DAT hurries economic reviewer-NOM.]
The economic reviewer comes hurrying toward me.
‘Seeming’ and
‘appearing’
function as
metaphorical
extensions of
giving the self.

The following three examples are of the metaphoric type. In all cases the subject is
presenting itself to the perception of the receiver, by making an appearance (to waking or
dreaming consciousness) or by making an impression.
‰œ ∑≈«ÉƒŒµ¤Œ≈«œ ƒŒµ ÕœÖ Ã¡∫œ∂¡∏É∂…µ À¡⁄ÄÃ¡∑ÿ ÕŒ≈ ∑◊µ∏áÕ ÕÅ∑∏œÕ.
[Until today’s day-GEN my laboratory-NOM seemed me-DAT holy place-INST.]
Up to the present day my laboratory has seemed to me to be a holy place.

